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belie! that lie flourished much earlier, and was a contemporary
of rolcachiero; partly on account of two lines in one of his
poems which say :—
Lo Imperadore con pace
Tutto il mondo mantene.
If so, the mistake would be easily accounted for, as there seem
to have been various members of the family named Rinaldo, at
different dates.
XL jacopo da lextln'o, 1250.
This Sicilian poet is generally called ' The Notary of Lentino '.
The low estimate expressed of him, as well as of Bonaggiunta
and Guittone, by Dante (Purg. C. xxiv), must be understood as
referring in great measure to their want of grammatical purity
and nobility of style, as we may judge when the passage is taken
in conjunction with the principles of the De Vulgari Eloquio.
However, Dante also attributes his own superiority to the fact
of his writing only when love (or natural impulse) really prompted
him,—the highest certainly of all laws relating to art:—
lo mi son un che quando
Amor mi spira, noto, ed in quel modo
Ch" ei detta dentro, vo significando.
A translation does not suffer from such offences of dialect as
may exist in its original; and I think my readers will agree
that, chargeable as he is with some conventionality of sentiment,
the Notary of Lentino is often not without his claims to beauty
and feeling. There is a peculiar charm in the sonnet which stands
first among my specimens.
XII.	mazzeo di fticco, da messina, 1250.
 XIII.	paxnuccio dal bagso, pisa™, 1250.
 XIV.	GiACOMTsro ptgliesi, knight of prato, 1250.
Of this poet there seems nothing to be learnt; but he deserves
special notice as possessing rather more poetic individuality than
usual, and also as furnishing the only instance, among Dante's
predecessors, of a poem (and a very beautiful one) written on
a lady's death.
XV.	fra guittone d'aeezzo, 1250.
Guittone was not a monk, but derived the prefix to his name
from the fact of his belonging to the religious and military order
of Cavalieri dl Santa Maria. He seems to have enjoyed a greater
literary reputation than almost any writer of his day; but
certainly his poems, of which many have been preserved, cannot
be said to possess merit of a prominent kind; and Dante shows

